Arguably
Recent examples on the web. the ire that swirled around jeong was deeply intense, and arguably far more
widespread than the anger directed at gunn. — aja romano, vox, "why the kevin hart oscars backlash is
different from other recent public shamings," 5 jan. 2019 that arguably left israel with the legal right
under the original british mandate to claim sovereignty over the entire 22% of usage: the adverb arguably
means that the assertion is open to debate or argument, but it usually implies that the assertion can be
supported, proven, or shown by persuasive argumentguably definition, susceptible to debate, challenge, or
doubt; questionable: whether this is the best plan of action or not is arguable. see moreguably definition:
1. used when stating an opinion or belief that you think can be shown to be true: 2. in a way that can be
shown to be true: . learn more.‘tanna island is arguably as good as these, or better, if you're after a coffee
with a rich smooth taste.’ ‘they're arguably the biggest club in the world and they should be in the market
for the best players in the world.’arguably: essays is a 2011 book by christopher hitchens, comprising 107
essays on a variety of political and cultural topicsese essays were previously published in the atlantic, city
journal, foreign affairs, the guardian, newsweek, new statesman, the new york times book review, slate,
times literary supplement, the wall street journal, the weekly standard, the wilson quarterly, and vanity
ar·gu·a·ble (är′gyo͞o-ə-bəl) adj. 1. open to argument: an arguable question, still unresolved. 2. capable of
being argued plausibly; defensible in argument: three arguable points of law. ar′gu·a·bly adv. arguable
(ˈɑːɡjʊəbəl) adj 1. capable of being disputed; doubtful 2. capable of being supported by argument;
plausible ar•gu•a use the adverb arguably to describe something that can be asserted or shown to be a
certain way. for example, you might say that your favorite teacher is arguably the best teacher in your
schoollevance ranks synonyms and suggests the best matches based on how closely a synonym’s sense
matches the sense you selectedcent examples on the web. lawyers staying quiet beyond defense
distributed's core business, the company is inarguably best known for its legal initiatives. — nathan
mattise and cyrus farivar, ars technica, "post-cody wilson’s arrest, few know what’s up with his company
or legal efforts," 22 sep. 2018 blevins is inarguably popular, a streamer with more than 16 million
subscribers
on
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